Light Painting
The international photography, film and art project
Stella Polaris * Ulloriarsuaq paints an artistic and
spiritual picture of climate change in the northern
reaches. The Aurora Borealis, a starry night and
artificial lighting combine to illustrate the beauty of
nature and its connection to humanity.
Photography: Nomi Baumgartl And
Sven Nieder / Leica S2
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The Russel Glacier from Baumgartl’s perspective – Sermip Innaarlua – Cliff of the Big Ice (above),
and Unnuap Qaammarnga – The Light of the Night 1 (below left) – and Nieder: Qitittut – Dancing Ancestors.
Previous Page: Sermersuup Iluani – Inside the Big Ice
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Maniitsup Sermilia – The Small Big Ice Maniitsoq: The Arctic conditions were a real test of endurance.
With long exposures of up to two minutes and focal lengths of up to a maximum of 180 mm, the photographers
would crouch down next to the tripods to protect them from the wind and from shaking
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Clockwise from the left: Kiserrarmi – Released to Independence, Nunap Qaqqaa, Sermip
Qaqqaa – Mountain of Land and Ice, Imarsuup Qaqqasui – Mountains of the Sea 1: Baumgartl nearly
reached her limit while photographing this enormous ice flow (below left)
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Feature | Stella Polaris

Iluliannguit – The Small Bergs 1: The ice the team walked on was not always solid. For some pictures, the light ambassadors headed out during the polar night in a small boat, so as to light up the icebergs from the water
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Stella Polaris
The team was made up of the photographers Nomi Baumgartl and Sven Nieder,
the film maker Yatri N. Niehaus and,
as organiser on location, Laali Lyberth.
The project has already been on display at
the Leica Gallery in Los Angeles.
Stella Polaris * Ulloriarsuaq – The Shining
Memory of Mother Earth has been nominated
for the 2016 German Photo Book Award.
online
You can see further images of the
Stella Polaris * Ulloriarsuaq project at
lfi-online.de/blog.

There is a myth in Greenland that says
there is wisdom hidden in the ice. Therefore the idea of photographing ice as it
melts is quite dramatic. The Stella Polaris * Ulloriarsuaq project, however, wants
to do more than call attention to climate
change. It also aims to spread hope.
Photographers Sven Nieder and Nomi
Baumgartl, coordinator Laali Lyberth
and director Yatri N. Niehaus, together
with Angaangaq Angakkorsuaq – a spiritual mentor and elder from the Inuit of
East Greenland – carried out expeditions
in November 2012 and February 2013.
Long exposure times were used to capture changes taking place with ice that
was once considered eternal. Besides the
photographs, the art project also includes
a film and a photo book.
Indigenous people acted as ‘light
ambassadors’. By illuminating the scene
with torches during long polar nights,
they produced bright islands of light that
emerge from their surroundings. Nomi
Baumgartl is concerned with more than
the artistic aspect. “By using light, the
people also convey their emotions, their
message and their hope. That’s why they
are, in fact, the most important part of the
project,” she explains. Her colleague, Sven
Nieder, is in complete agreement. “The
actual artists are the light ambassadors;
our job was to simply capture their work
and to coordinate the technical aspects.”

This self-evaluation is too modest. The
technical coordination, organisation and
realisation was a mammoth task. The photographers examined each iceberg before
calling in the film crew and light ambassadors. They then discussed the scenes
and images with the team before bringing
in the equipment by snowmobile and dog
sleigh. They used the S system for the photographs, with 30 to 180mm lenses.
The environment tested the endurance of the people and the equipment. On
average, they managed to shoot one scene
per night. The team quickly became wellrehearsed and made good use of those early
experiences. How much light is needed
for each picture? Where should the photographers stand? Baumgartl and Nieder
always set up their tripods a few hundred
metres apart; this meant that for every picture there was also a reference shot taken
by the other photographer. They recorded
their positions using GPS, so they would be
able to return to the exact same locations
during the second expedition.
The result of the work is Stella Polaris
* Ulloriarsuaq. The name is the combination of the Latin and Greenland Inuit
words for pole star, and, just like the star,
the project aims to be a guiding light for
humanity. “Regardless of what we do, everything has an impact on something else,
somewhere in the world. That is the main
message that we consider lies at the heart
of the project,” says Nieder, summarising
the team’s intentions. As dramatic as the
affect of climate change is in Greenland,
it also offers an opportunity. At the south
end of the island it is now possible to grow
potatoes, trees are appearing and there
are now greenhouses for strawberries. Of
course the project aims to draw attention to the drastic melting of the glaciers,
but the real message is about hope and
connectivity: we are not alone. The way
we deal with things will always have an
impact on others. Awareness of that is the
message Stella Polaris * Ulloriarsuaq
hopes to convey. simon schwarzer
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